TWO Great Sites.
ONE Great Value.

NEW ADVERTISER SPECIAL - SAVE UP TO 33% FOR A LIMITED TIME!

GOOD-GUYS.COM + FUELCURVE.COM

are two great digital properties ready to serve up your message to more than

2.1M VISITORS ANNUALLY.

GOOD-GUYS.COM is the home for Goodguys events where members,
attendees, and partners research, register, purchase tickets, and keep up with
Goodguys news. It also features access to the Goodguys Digital Gazette, a monthly
award winning Hot Rodders publication packed full of stunning photography,
shop tours, how-to's, product reviews, buyers guides, industry history and more.
FUELCURVE.COM is Goodguys with a twist – bringing like-minded

performance purists together to celebrate speed. Powered by the Goodguys Rod
& Custom Association, Fuel Curve entertains, informs and excites enthusiasts
through news, hot products, car features, shop tours, videos and more!

Goodguys Digital advertising programs include your ads on both Good-Guys.com and
FuelCurve.com, plus new products exposed on FuelCurve.com’s “Parts and Performance”.
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FERRANDINO’S ALL
WAYNE
ORIGINAL 1970
FERRANDINO’S
ALL
OLDS 442 W30
ORIGINAL 1970
OLDS 442 W30
There are two things you need to know

about Wayne Ferrandino’s 1970 Olds 442
W30. First, the words factory-correct and
numbers-matching apply liberally to this
prime example of 1970 GM muscle car

efforts and what many enthusiasts think is
the pinnacle of performance for

Oldsmobile.
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W30. First, the words factory-correct and
numbers-matching apply liberally to this
prime example of 1970 GM muscle car
Second, while the ’70 Olds 442 lagged

efforts and
what many enthusiasts think is
behind the Chevelle SS and Pontiac GTO in
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sales, it held its own where it counted: on
the pinnacle
of performance for
the drag strip. Tests from that era showed
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that the 442 W30 and Chevelle SS 454
Oldsmobile.
performed similarly on the strip, but both
outran the GTO.

In addition, Wayne’s 442 is an ultra-rare

PREFERRED
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timepiece. He reports that it’s one of 50
with special-order Rally Red paint, rare

W27 differential, AM/FM radio and eighttrack tape player, and factory air. The 442
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To avoid repetition, virtually every part of
this car is factory original and/or numbers
matching. The balanced and blueprinted
455c.i. V8 sports all the stock goodies:
Quadrajet, aluminum intake, Delco
ignition, headers and exhaust system. The

BEST
VALUE!
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Olds’ Anti-Spin
axles, which were standard on the 442s.
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Factory-installed front
disc brakes
rear
drum brakes handle the stopping chores.

W27 differential, AM/FM radio and eighttrack tape player, and factory air. The 442
was discovered in a garage in Venice,
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The engine breathes through functional

hood scoops in the ﬁberglass hood, which

was part of Olds’ efforts to reduce weight
on the car; the ’glass hood weighed 18
pounds less than the stock steel piece. The
aluminum rearend housing knocked off
another 18 pounds. Other performance
components included a low-restriction
dual exhaust system and front and rear

NEW AD PACKAGE PROMOTION - SAVE UP 33%

sway bars. Date-coded 14-inch factory
steel wheels with dog-dish caps are
mounted with G70x14 Goodyear Polyglas
tires.

To avoid repetition, virtually every part of
this car is factory original and/or numbers

[ ] Essentials - get (2) months FREE with a new 12-mos program - SAVE $790 / 17%!
[ ] Preferred - get (3) months FREE with a new 12-mos program - SAVE $2,085 / 25%!
[ ] Preferred PLUS + - BEST VALUE get (4) months FREE with a new 12-mos program - SAVE $3,580 / 33%!
matching. The balanced and blueprinted
455c.i. V8 sports all the stock goodies:
Quadrajet, aluminum intake, Delco

ignition, headers and exhaust system. The
TH400 transmission connects to the
aforementioned W27 aluminum

differential that features Olds’ Anti-Spin
axles, which were standard on the 442s.

Factory-installed front disc brakes and rear
drum brakes handle the stopping chores.

Name:_________________________________________ Phone:( ____ ) __________ Company: _________________________
The bone-stock body was restored and

sprayed in the Rally Red paint by Jim Mott
Restorations of Kimberly, Idaho. The
interior features a Rallye gauge cluster,

Signature: _____________________________________________________________________ Date: ___________________
four-spoke sport steering wheel and a

Hurst dual-gate shifter in the console. The
stock black vinyl upholstery was supplied
by Legendary Interiors.

Terms: Promotion is for new advertisers. Commitment is for a 12-month period. Essentials receives months 6 and 12 free; Preferred receives months 4, 8, and
12 Free; Preferred+ PLUS receives months 3, 6, 9 and 12 free. All other months will be billed at published rate. Billing is net 30.
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At 4,200 pounds the Olds 442 was a few
hundred pounds heavier than comparable
Chevelle SS and Pontiac GTO models, so
Olds’ weight-reducing efforts also included
reduced sound-deadening materials in the
interior.

